Abstract - Described is a lithographic technique used to realize high resolution tracks of the motor protein kinesin inside flow cells. The process consists of patterns of plasma polymerized PEG-like non-fouling coating on a fouling glass substrate. When in contact with a coated surface, proteins adhere exclusively to the fouling areas, thus forming kinesin tracks suited for microtubule guidance. Parallel transport along smooth kinesin track was observed for over 250 µm. A method has been developed to seal the substrates with molded silicon flow channels in order to allow convenient control of reagent introduction and immobilization processes. Complete kinesin and BSA immobilization protocols, comprised of initial rinse, protein introduction, immobilization and final rinse have been successfully demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

Kinesin are ATP powered protein motors that haul subcellular cargo within cells [1,2]. They are mechanically programmed to move along microtubule (MT) tracks. A standard approach to control the kinesin-MT reaction in a laboratory setup is based on the "inverted motility" assay. In this assay kinesin are immobilized to a glass surface and MT are transported by kinesin. In this setup the kinesin-MT system offers a natural method to perform nano-particle delivery within synthetic micro-devices. To allow controlled MT transport it is desired to have control on kinesin tracks. This can be achieved using physical channels [2] or through protein patterns. In the later approach the surface of the device remains flat and therefore easily accessible to reagent supply and additional controlling factors such as electric field or liquid pressure.

In this paper we demonstrate the use of a new technique we have recently developed [3] to control the motion of MT along patterns of kinesin tracks. The technique consists of substrates with patterned non-fouling plasma-polymerized tetravglyme (pp4G) coatings [4]. The effectiveness of this method for bovine serum albumin (BSA) Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) patterning was shown and discussed. Here we use the technique to demonstrate a complex and sensitive protein patterning process of the motor protein kinesin along long (hundreds µm) and narrow (several µm) tracks. The method is also extended to include micro-fabricated flow channels to control reagent introduction. These channels encapsulate the kinesin tracks and are several mm in width and length and tens of µm in height.

To explain the need for a new technique for the kinesin assay we begin with a brief summary of existing techniques. The ability to precisely pattern proteins and cells is of great interest for a wide range of applications such as biosensors [5], neurobiological applications [6-8], and for cell motility studies. Accordingly, a large number of approaches were developed and used in the past few years to create well-defined patterns of proteins and cells on synthetic surfaces. Adaptation of micro-fabrication techniques for cell and protein patterning allows high-resolution patterning, mass production and facilitation of various components to the study of protein and cell activity.

A common approach to achieve integration between neurons and micro-fabricated surface electrode arrays is by adsorbing cytophilic molecules (having a propensity to bind to cells) in the same pattern of the desired neuronal circuit. Neurons migrate and attach at these designated areas. This patterning can be achieved in several ways including laser patterning of polylysine, and photolithography of aminosilane [7,8].

A similar approach can be used to directly pattern proteins. Here the first protein layer is deposited on the surface. The layer is then protected with a sucrose film to avoid direct contact with solvents. The photoresist is spun and developed and the first protein layer is etched using oxygen plasma. Next, a second protein layer is immobilized on the surface, and a final lift-off step removes the photoresist [9]. An obvious disadvantage of these photolithographic processes is the use of harsh chemicals. Additional concern is protein drying which render these techniques inadequate to kinesin patterning.

A cleaner approach consists of stamping or micro-contact printing (µCP). This technique is based on poly dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) molding [10,11]. PDMS is a porous, hydrophobic, flexible and transparent polymer that can be easily molded into desired shapes with very high resolution. The PDMS mold is duplicated from a rigid master typically made of patterned SU-8 photo-resist on solid substrate such as silicon or glass. The method can be used to pattern self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on suited surfaces (such as hexadecanethiol on gold).
Stamping can be used to pattern cells by patterning self-assembled monolayers of protein-adhesive alkanethiol surrounded by regions of non-adhesive alkanethiol. Direct stamping of protein is also possible [12] by modifying the stamp properties (originally hydrophobic and elastic) in order to allow uniform printing of protein layers. Micro-stamping techniques can also be used to create high-resolution neuronal networks [13] by stamping polylysine to areas where cell attachment is desired. Using a special setup it was demonstrated that these networks could be aligned to predefined electrodes in order to achieve recording with aligned electrodes [14].

The techniques described above proved useful for many applications. However, they are useful mainly for robust systems. Sensitive proteins such as enzymes cannot be patterned by direct stamping techniques, primarily because their activity is severely affected by drying. To circumvent this difficulty three-dimensional PDMS molded channels are used. Proteins can be introduced onto surfaces in a liquid form [15,16]. Repeated processes or multiple channels allow patterning of several proteins or cells on a single substrate.

Further flexibility can be achieved by a new approach we have recently developed to pattern proteins. The technique allows protein patterning in wet environment but does not restrict the patterning to the flow channel patterns. Rather, the protein pattern is determined by an independent patterning of the surface chemistry of the supporting substrate (Fig. 1). With these devices, reagent introduction is independent of protein patterns. For dynamic protein systems, such as the kinesin system, this technique allows few exciting new options such as: MT transport perpendicular to the kinesin tracks (discussed later), and the use of flow to affect the MT transport.

The technique described here is based on patterns of non-fouling surfaces (pp4G, plasma-polymerized tetraglyme [2]) on a fouling surface such as silicon or glass. The non-fouling coatings are plasma polymerized and offer superb non-fouling characteristics, excellent adhesion and easy patterning using a simple lift-off step (Fig. 2). In this approach the immobilization process occurs spontaneously simply by the introduction of the proteins to the surface. The non-fouling coatings are effective enough to block protein attachment and a final rinse can remove the residues of non-attached proteins.

This approach offers an obvious advantage over the techniques mentioned above when a complex and sensitive protein immobilization assay, such as kinesin motility assay, is required. Additional features of the technique presented here is its simplicity, the ability to easily integrate protein patterns with electrodes (Fig. 2b) and flow channels and separation between fabrication and experimenting process: Unlike the stamping technique, the proteins are introduced into the device only when the device is complete, thus drastically reducing complications related to handling and storage (samples can be stored for over 3 months). The use of this technique also allows flexibility in reagent composition and introduction.
To demonstrate the capabilities of our technique glass substrates with patterned non-fouling coatings pp4G were used to immobilize the motor protein kinesin to specific binding areas. Kinesin tracks are used to guide the motion of microtubules. Flow channel devices were built and successfully tested with kinesin BSA.

II. METHODS

A. Substrate fabrication

Thin micro cover glasses (Fisher) were used as substrates for the pp4G coatings. To achieve pp4G patterning, primer followed by photoresist (1.5 µm, AZ 1512) was applied to the substrate, exposed and developed in order to define openings in the resist for the later pp4G lift-off. After resist patterning the substrates were introduced to the plasma chamber. Prior to the pp4G deposition, samples were exposed to five minutes oxygen plasma etch to remove organic residue from exposed surfaces. The plasma deposition details are discussed elsewhere [17].

After the plasma deposition, the wafers were rinsed in acetone (in ultrasonic bath) to remove the photo-resist (lift-off). Due to the conformal nature of the pp4G deposition the acetone lift off was performed in a sonic bath to guarantee high resolution of pp4G patterns. The sonic bath duration was increased until consistent resolution was obtained at 45 seconds. The microfabrication processes were performed at the Electrical Engineering micro-fabrication lab at the University of Washington. The pp4G deposition was done at the University of Washington Engineered Biomaterials (UWEB) labs. Kinesin and BSA experiments were performed at the University of Washington Nanotechnology User Facility.

B. Protein preparation

Kinesin: Melanogaster conventional kinesin gene construct with a histidine C-terminal tag and its purification is described elsewhere [18].

BSA: Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was labeled with fluorescent tags (Oregon Green, Molecular Probes). A protein concentration of 3.5 mg/mL in citrated phosphate buffer solution at pH 7.4 was diluted to 0.35 mg/mL with BRB80 buffer.

The buffer for all experiments was BRB80 (80 mM Pipes, 2 mM MgCl$_2$, 1 mM EGTA, pH 6.85 with KOH).

C. Motility assay

The flow-cells were filled first with buffer, next with casein (0.5 mg/mL in BRB80). Next a conventional kinesin solution (4 µg/mL kinesin with 0.2 mg/mL casein and 1 mM ATP in BRB80) was introduced, and finally a motility solution [~3.2 µg/mL of tetramethylrhodamine labeled microtubules (1 to 10 µm in length) containing 1 mM ATP, and stabilized by 10 µM Taxol with oxygen scavenging additives (20 mM D-glucose, 20 µg/mL glucose oxidase, 8 µg/mL catalase, 0.2% 2-mercaptoethanol)]. Assays were performed at room temperature (22 ºC). Microtubules were visualized on the patterned surface by a Leica DM-IRBE fluorescent microscope using rhodamine filters. Topographic walls on the surfaces were simultaneously visualized by ambient light in transmission microscopy. For each region, sequential images of microtubules gliding along the surface were captured using an Orca2 cooled-CCD camera (Hamamatsu). (imaged area 64 x 80 µm) Microtubule positions were tracked with Metamorph image analysis software (Universal Imaging).

D. Flow cells and microfluidics

Two setups were used to realize flow cells for the experiment in this paper. The first is a simple setup which consists of patterned glass substrate enclosed by a thin cover slip. A thin gap between the two surfaces was ensured using a double stick tape. Reagents were introduced into the channel manually using a micro-pipette.

In a second setup the patterned pp4G substrates were combined with molded PDMS microfluidic flow channels (Fig. 3). The channels were replicated from an SU-8 mold patterned on silicon substrates. Silicone tubing (VWR, Silastic) was diffused with the PDMS mold to generate a complete fluidic system. A miniature commercial peristaltic pump (INSTECH, p625), was used to slowly introduce the different reagents into the PDMS flow channel. Flow rates were maintained at 4 to 80 µL/min.
FIG. 3. A PDMS channel on a glass slide patterned with pp4G. A miniature commercial peristaltic pump was used to slowly introduce the different reagents into the PDMS flow channel.

III. RESULTS

To study the performances of our method with kinesin and MT a motility assay was performed using a simple setup consisting of low resolution patterned pp4G (edge roughness of 10 µm) on glass enclosed with a cover slip. The chemicals are introduced manually into the flow channel in a sequential order: First a buffer solution is introduced, next a solution of casein protein is introduced and immobilized. The casein proteins serve as a support bed to the kinesin protein and prevent their denaturalization. Next, a labeled kinesin solution is introduced. After five minutes of incubation the channel is rinsed with buffer. Finally the labeled MT are introduced and their motility is studied with a fluorescence microscope. Typical results are shown in Fig. 4. The bright central region (originally exposed glass) is covered with kinesin, while the remaining area (pp4G coated) is darker, indicating the absence of kinesin in these regions. The thin bright lines on the kinesin patch are labeled MT. In regions with kinesin MT attach to the proteins and are transported along the surface. On coated regions, in the absence of kinesin, MT do not bind to the surface. MT are transported along the kinesin patch until they reach the edge and then are released back to the solution. Due to the roughness of the patch edges, MT that reach the edge are not capable of tracing the edge.

To improve transport performances we use high resolution, down to 2 µm wide, kinesin tracks (Fig. 5a). These tracks were achieved with a high resolution Cr mask. As before, the MT are exclusively attached to the surface in the regions with kinesin (Fig. 5b). With high resolution patterning the MT guidance is significantly improved and several MT are observed to follow the kinesin track for distances as long as 250 µm.

FIG. 4. A merged image of fluorescence images of labeled kinesin and MTs. Results of low resolution kinesin patterning. The bright region is covered with kinesin while the dark areas are coated with pp4G thus remain clean from kinesin attachment. The rough edges of the kinesin track dramatically reduce the probability of the MT to follow their edges.

To understand the significance of the kinesin track edge, we show in Fig. 6 a trace of several MT paths (bright dashed curves). The paths were obtained by adding together six frames, 10 sec apart. It is clearly seen that the edges allow the MT to bounce back from the edge into the track. The smoothness here can be affected both by the edge resolution (compare Fig. 5 to Fig. 4) as well as by the coating profile. To guarantee well defined edges, careful attention was directed to the lithographical definition of the conformal pp4G coating.
Fig. 6. Traces of MT on kinesin tracks. The traces were obtained by adding six recorded frames. The traces show the wiggled nature of MT transport on kinesin track due to repeated reflections from the track edges.

Narrow, smooth and sparse channels allow MT transport parallel to the channels. It is observed that MT guidance is mainly determined by the incident angle. This issue will be discussed in detail elsewhere [19]. Additional factor is the MT length: Long microtubules can bridge the gaps between lines and move perpendicular to the channels. Such designs can serve as sorting elements. Qualitative demonstration of both parallel and vertical transfer is presented in Fig. 7.

To further improve our technique we use microfabricated PDMS molded flow channels. Their main added advantage is the ability to control to entire biological assay through the microfluidic system. This would allow: Automated experimentation, easy control on various variables such as reagent concentration, as well as the use of liquid pressure to control or monitor the kinesin behavior.

To test these devices we used patterned pp4G samples sealed with a PDMS flow channels (see Fig. 3). Both kinesin and BSA assays were carried out. The kinesin protocol is as described above. For the BSA protocol we first rinsed the flow channel with buffer, next green labeled BSA was introduced and incubated for 5 minutes. A final rinse process removes the BSA residues. Reagents were introduced to the flow channel using a peristaltic pump. The pump was stopped prior to each reagent exchange. Patterning results of labeled BSA proteins are shown in Fig. 8. Similar results were obtained with kinesin immobilization assay.

Fig. 7. Openings in the pp4G coatings serve as binding sites for the kinesin proteins. (a) Narrow, smooth and sparse channels allow microtubules transport parallel to the channels. (b) Long microtubules can bridge the gaps between lines and move perpendicular to the channels. Such designs can serve as sorting elements.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated the performances of pp4G patterns to define kinesin tracks. We have shown that these kinesin tracks can guide MT transport. Transport was successfully achieved parallel to long straight, smooth and narrow kinesin track. Perpendicular transport was obtained for MT longer than the gaps between the tracks. A limiting factor is the transport dependence on the incident angle. To circumvent this problem samples are currently designed to include an initial alignment and sorting modules. The design combines kinesin tracks with flow control to control the
angle of the MT as they are initially introduced into the device.

Due to the simplicity and the compatibility of the process with standard micro-machining processes, incorporation of additional elements in the device, such as electrodes, is straightforward and has been achieved by prior lithographic steps. The integration of these systems into micro-fluidic channels can provide a complete framework for integrated experimental systems.

While MT transport in the devices presented here is solely determined by surface chemistry, additional factors such as electrical field and flow can be used and will be studied as additional tools to control MT guidance in flow channels. Both parallel and vertical MT transport will be explored for sorting.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, pp4G non-fouling coatings were patterned and integrated into flow channels to allow kinesin patterning and controlled manipulation of microtubules. Parallel transport was observed along 250 µm paths. Micro-fluidic elements were incorporated to simplify reagent control. The technique presented here offers a novel approach to immobilize proteins with micron scale resolution. The unique features of our methods are: Straightforward pattern to electrode alignment, straightforward pattern to flow-channel alignment, complete separation between fabrication step and biological experimentation, inert materials, complete compatibility with microfabrication processes, and high resolution.
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